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What are your basic rights?

● You have the right to be completely informed

● You have the right to VOTE

 We ask that you utilize all of your rights

http://www.getdnupenn.com
http://www.getdnupenn.com


However, we must be informed, then determine 
the absolute best course of action

Many important issues have been raised

We should identify the resources that exist and 
already meet the raised issues well

We believe that system can be improved, but we believe that a graduate union that encapsulates all 
schools and departments will be a blunt, ineffective and ultimately harmful tool. 

And we have the right to choose if we want this representation up front.

Then we can identify where infrastructure could 
use improvement 

Why is a Union not the best way to affect change?

Economic Infeasibility Graduate Union could cause more 
issues than it could fix

We will provide a citation based argument



Let’s start with the Economics
It was stated on the getup website: 

If there were a union, would some number of grad students be priced out of existence?  If a union demanded that TAs earn more money, would the 
University have to cut back on the number of graduate students? That would be up to Penn. GET-UP hopes that an institution with an endowment of $10.7 
billion (as of June 2016) would not try to pin declining enrollment numbers on members of its own community who are asking for better working conditions.

Questions we should ask ourselves: 

1. Understanding the economic structure (administration vs. schools), what is the sustainable source for 
increasing graduate funds across all schools? Other than simply averaging current student stipends 
over all schools?

2. If financial or other union demands are not met, what is the mechanism (other than strikes) the union 
could use to enforce their point? And are we willing/capable of being a part of that? (We need to 
work toward graduation, we would be hurt more by a strike than the university)

3. Given that the lowest stipend is above minimum wage, and this is a private institution, what are the 
systemic issues and how could they be solved? 

http://www.evp.upenn.edu/investments/annual-report.html


Understanding the Penn Economic 
Ecosystem

Investments
Income invested in stocks and bonds

Private Donations
External donations that have been 
earmarked for particular uses, and 
violation of that use will result in 
removal of funds, eg: 

● ‘Singh’ Center
● ‘Levine’ Hall
● (Even conference rooms with 

donor names)

10.6% usable: 5.9% univ, 4.7% facilities

$10.7B

Administration Endowments

1. Undergraduate/Masters Tuition

Administration ‘Consistent’ Income

2. Faculty Grants

3. Student Fellowships (Tuition)

More info on the endowments  
http://www.evp.upenn.edu/investments/annual-report.html

Tuition ($)
# of 
Students

Profits

Tuition 
Flexibility

Education is a product, there is an 
optimal price point based on a range of 
factors. There is limited flexibility while 
maintaining profits.

Administration
School 1 School 2 School 12

[Grant: $X.XX]

}

Research
$$ Support

]Overhead

Stipends 
Faculty payment

School 1
Administration }

[Grant: $x.xx]

[Fellowship Award: $x.xx]
Stipend

School
Administration

A union can only touch the stipends, and in the 
ecosystem this will be off-loaded on schools, 
wounding (financially) smaller schools

Endowment Breakdown: 



Economic Burden on Schools

So how can we be certain the economic burden will be on schools and not the administration?

● Graduate students can be considered ‘assets’ of a school
○ Asset being defined as acquired for the purpose of 

increasing the profitability and quality of the school

● General examples of assets
○ Research Equipment
○ Rented lab space
○ Faculty
○ Graduate Students

In each of these examples of assets, it’s clear the burden of 
maintenance and care is placed squarely on the school

Hence, if the graduate student asset needs were to become 
untenable the burden would certainly be on the school as well.

Because all schools do not have equal resources, certain schools would be financially burdened and 
perhaps destroyed, requiring getup-AFT to change strategy and average stipends.



History of AFT (American Federation of Teachers), chosen to represent us

With outside influence, money is leaving the collective graduate students. 
We should be informed about who has been chosen to represent us.

Cornell Union CGSU (Cornell Graduate Students United) worked with AFT. Check out their thoughts: 
cgsurankandfile.org

They state:
“We are highly critical of the “one size fits all” organizing model and strategies that were presented to us as the only option by 
AFT/NYSUT. Throughout our campaign, concerns about these methods were sidelined and overruled, not least through the stifling of 
spaces for independent CGSU deliberation. Our campaign, as a result, alienated many members and non-members, who came to see 
the union as a body that is only interested in collecting cards, petition signatures, photographs. AFT and NYSUT’s “expert opinions” and 
“experience” displaced the more essential functions of a union: to engage and empower, to inform and listen to, its members. Our union, 
in the process, grew disconnected from our everyday lives.”

Check out:  www.aftfacts.com
● Increasing number of teachers across America looking for a chance to leave AFT

○ http://watchdog.org/218482/unions-socialist-agenda/
● Some of these teachers then started non-union organizations i.e. American Association of Teachers

○ www.aaeteachers.org

http://cgsurankandfile.org/
http://cgsurankandfile.org/
http://www.aftfacts.com
http://watchdog.org/218482/unions-socialist-agenda/
http://watchdog.org/218482/unions-socialist-agenda/
http://www.aaeteachers.org
http://www.aaeteachers.org
https://www.aaeteachers.org/


What do Unions do when they are not acknowledged or given what 
they believe they deserve? 

Strike!
Even if the union wants to include in the contract a “No-Strike” clause, the union still may strike.  For example, after votes or 
in between contract agreements.

Strike at NYU: Strike from November 9, 2005 to May 2006.  Cause was because NYU administration would not recognize the 
Graduate Student Organizing Committee. 
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/10/nyregion/graduate-teaching-assistants-go-on-strike-against-nyu.html?_r=0

Threatened strike at NYU:   In March 2015 NYU grad students planned a strike because of lack of union contract agreements with 
administrators.  Just before the strike a deal was met and the strike was cancelled. 
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/03/11/nyu-graduate-student-union-says-new-contract-includes-historic-gains

Strike at Penn:  GET-UP held a 2 day strike in February 2004 after the original election because Penn administration had 
appealed the election to the NLRB.   The strike affected over 200 classes/recitations. 
http://www.upenn.edu/gazette/0504/0504gaz03.html

http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/10/nyregion/graduate-teaching-assistants-go-on-strike-against-nyu.html?_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2005/11/10/nyregion/graduate-teaching-assistants-go-on-strike-against-nyu.html?_r=0
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/03/11/nyu-graduate-student-union-says-new-contract-includes-historic-gains
https://www.insidehighered.com/news/2015/03/11/nyu-graduate-student-union-says-new-contract-includes-historic-gains
http://www.upenn.edu/gazette/0504/0504gaz03.html
http://www.upenn.edu/gazette/0504/0504gaz03.html


So we’ve discussed some of the challenges the 
Union presents economically

Now let’s take a look at some of the issues that 
make up the union platform



Issues GET-UP has prominently raised 
1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental WellBeing
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance Redressal

**These are issues suggested by graduate students at Penn. These are not the 
guaranteed issues or priorities in the bargaining process.

http://getupgrads.org/

http://getupgrads.org/
http://getupgrads.org/


The Issues - Health Care 1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance Redressal

Health Plan Cost
Penn: Free to eligible employees. Same plan masters 
and PhD students
NYU:  Eligible employees - free comprehensive plan
Other bargaining unit members: may purchase a 
basic plan at 10% of premium  

Health Plan Deductible
Penn:  In network ($300); Out of Network ($1,500)
NYU: N/A

Health Plan Out of Pocket
Penn: In network ($900); Out of Network ($4,000)
NYU:  In network ($5,000); Out of Network ($10,000)

Health Plan Emergency Care
Penn: $100 co-pay plus 100% of negotiated (in 
network) or recognized (out of network) charge
NYU:  $100 co-pay plus 90% if allowable (in network) 
or customary (out of network) charge  (comp. plan)

Health Plan Primary Care (SHS)
Penn: No charge
NYU:  $30 co-pay per visit, then 100%

Health Plan Leave of Absence
Penn: May purchase a PSIP continuation plan
NYU:  May purchase continuation plan for 90 
days  

Health Plan Mental Health
Penn: CAPS free to students. Outpatient - $10 
co-pay (in network), 70% of charge (out of 
network)
NYU:  Short term psychotherapy at student 
health.  Outpatient - 90% of charge (in 
network), 60% of charge (out of network)

http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php

http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php


The Issues - Funding
1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance Redressal

Penn: Stipends are set by department chairs and approved by administration.  
Because of the Union asking administration not to interfere, we cannot get all 
the engineering stipend data.  
http://getupgrads.org/2017/03/petition-for-a-fair-and-democratic-union-election/

NYU Contract Stipends Temple (AFT affiliated) Contract Stipends 

Minimum compensation amount. 2.25% increase per year.
2016-17 Academic Year
Natural Sciences: $18,285
Education, Business, Social Sciences & Health: $17,604
Arts & Humanities: $16,927

http://www.tugsa.org/contract/

2.25% and 2.5% increases alternating each year
2015-16 Academic Year
$26,200
2016-17 Academic Year
$26,855
https://makingabetternyu.org/read-it/

https://nopennunion.org/

http://getupgrads.org/2017/03/petition-for-a-fair-and-democratic-union-election/
http://getupgrads.org/2017/03/petition-for-a-fair-and-democratic-union-election/
http://www.tugsa.org/contract/
http://www.tugsa.org/contract/
https://makingabetternyu.org/read-it/
https://makingabetternyu.org/read-it/
https://nopennunion.org/
https://nopennunion.org/


1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance RedressalVision:

Family and Dependent Care

Penn: 1 Million dollars for need-based grants for dependent 
health care, day care, spouse health care (cite: email from 
administration)

NYU: $200,000 for dependent health care (2017-2018).  Up 
to 75% reimbursement only. $80,000 (2017) towards child 
care subsidies ( For children up to age 6 and under).  No 
mention of spouse healthcare.

Benefits NYU (Union Negotiated) 
- students over age 19

UPENN

Coverage 100% annual eye 
exam.  Must pay $30 
co-pay

90% annual eye exam

Eye glasses & 
Contacts

No No

Dental:

Benefits NYU (Union 
negotiated)

UPENN

Locations       1    3

Provider Students in 
Training

Certified D.D.S

Diagnostic & 
Preventive Care

100% ( 2 cleanings/exam per year, 
x-rays )

Restorative Care       80% 100%

Oral Surgery, 
endodontics, 
periodontics, 
prosthodontics

0-20% 80%

Annual Coverage N/A $1500

Annual Deductible N/A $50

Cost Included in their 
contract

$200 for the 
year - fall 2017

http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/do
cuments/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washingt
on-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php

http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/studentHealthServices/documents/PDFs/student-health-insurance/2016-2017/Washington-Square/Summary-of-Benefits.pdf
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php
http://www.vpul.upenn.edu/shs/psipinsurance.php


The Issues
1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance RedressalWorker’s Compensation:

● We could use this.  
● Because graduate assistants were not employees legally prior to August 2016, graduate assistants 

did not fall under worker’s compensation.
● Graduate assistants at Penn are now employees (NLRB decision).  This discussion should be 

opened with the University.  
The Rights to our Work: Intellectual Property covered under Bayh-Dole Act

● Graduate students at Penn have the same Intellectual Property Contract as faculty. 
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v63/n01/pdf/071216-supplement.pdf

● Whenever you work for a University or company there are intellectual property restrictions.
● This is missing from every graduate union contract.
● NYU mentions: “appropriate acknowledgement” for work. https://makingabetternyu.org/read-it/  

Upenn policy on the similar lines of NYU ( has a union ) and other reputable universities.
● NYU - https://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/compliance/documents/IPPolicy.pdf

● Harvard-http://otd.harvard.edu/faculty-inventors/resources/policies-and-procedures/statement-of-policy-in-regard-to-intellectual-property/

● UC Berkeley - http://vcresearch.berkeley.edu/research-policies/intellectual-property

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v63/n01/pdf/071216-supplement.pdf
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v63/n01/pdf/071216-supplement.pdf
https://makingabetternyu.org/read-it/
https://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/compliance/documents/IPPolicy.pdf
https://www.nyu.edu/content/dam/nyu/compliance/documents/IPPolicy.pdf
http://otd.harvard.edu/faculty-inventors/resources/policies-and-procedures/statement-of-policy-in-regard-to-intellectual-property/
http://vcresearch.berkeley.edu/research-policies/intellectual-property
http://vcresearch.berkeley.edu/research-policies/intellectual-property


The Issues - Grievance Redressal
1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance RedressalDiscuss grievance with immediate supervisor or other hierarchy person (conflict of interest)

At any point, students can directly contact Ombudsman.

Teaching and Research related grievances: contact Dean or Vice Provost for Education
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/graduate/handbook/student-ethics.php
http://www.upenn.edu/ombudsman/
http://provost.upenn.edu/policies/pennbook/2013/02/13/student-grievance-procedures

NYU: Union Contract on Grievances

Employee must and should be present with an union representative at all times.
Bring in the issue within 15 days of occurrence else its occurrence will be deemed as 'waived' by the union and employees.

Step 1 – Discuss the issue with designated people wait for 10 days until next step.
Step 2 – present in writing to to department chair and University's office of Labor Relations. Wait 10 days for redressal if not
Step 3 – write to the provost and look for solutions
Step 4 – Involve American Association of Arbitration , any final solution will be binding and applicable to all.
https://makingabetternyu.org/understand-it/

Penn SEAS:

http://www.seas.upenn.edu/graduate/handbook/student-ethics.php
http://www.seas.upenn.edu/graduate/handbook/student-ethics.php
http://www.upenn.edu/ombudsman/
http://www.upenn.edu/ombudsman/
http://provost.upenn.edu/policies/pennbook/2013/02/13/student-grievance-procedures
http://provost.upenn.edu/policies/pennbook/2013/02/13/student-grievance-procedures
https://makingabetternyu.org/understand-it/
https://makingabetternyu.org/understand-it/


Issues Affecting International Students

1. Dental and Vision Care
2. Health Care
3. Mental Health 
4. Funding and Job Security
5. Family and Dependent Care
6. Issues affecting International Students
7. Worker’s compensation
8. The right to our work
9. Grievance Redressal

● The union can not bargain on visa issues as they are not under the university’s control. It is important to point out that the NYU union contract 
is practically devoid of any issues pertaining to international students

○ International taxes are set by treaties and visas are defined by federal law. Many fellowships and grants are government-funded, which have 
strict citizenship requirements. 

Current Resources:
● Penn Global and ISSS strives to handle issues and concerns for international students
● Employers at the Office of Comptroller ( Tax and international operations)  answer questions and queries through email, phone and walk ins, assist 

international students if needed to navigate the tax system. http://www.finance.upenn.edu/comptroller/Tax_International_Operations/
● With a valid Penn-In-Touch account all students get a free WINDSTAR tax filing software access.  http://global.upenn.edu/isss/tax
● Fulbright Scholarships
● Aga Khan Foundation Scholarships for International Students and many more

Complete list - http://www.onsf.uconn.edu/find-scholarships/opportunities-for-non-us-citizens/

The International House. 
● Penn has 16 full time staff 
● Penn has  comprehensive immigration assistance 
● Legal services are also provided by GAPSA and the Undergraduate Assembly, while the university provides legal assistance for non-personal issues.

http://www.onsf.uconn.edu/find-scholarships/opportunities-for-non-us-citizens/
https://makingabetternyu.org/understand-it/
http://www.finance.upenn.edu/comptroller/Tax_International_Operations/
http://global.upenn.edu/isss/tax
http://www.onsf.uconn.edu/find-scholarships/opportunities-for-non-us-citizens/
http://www.onsf.uconn.edu/find-scholarships/opportunities-for-non-us-citizens/
http://global.upenn.edu/isss/tax
https://www.facilities.upenn.edu/maps/locations/international-house-philadelphia
https://www.facilities.upenn.edu/maps/locations/international-house-philadelphia
https://www.facilities.upenn.edu/maps/locations/international-house-philadelphia
https://global.upenn.edu/isss/staff
http://global.upenn.edu/isss/immigration
http://pennua.org/resources/services/
http://www.upenn.edu/ogc/services.html


What can happen to me (yes you)                         and       what no one can guarantee me ( yes again you)

What could change in the future (list not limited to): 

● Working hours restrictions – Deadlines for papers, conferences, 
journals would be thrown into disarray depending on the negotiated 
hours, say you need to pull an all nighter, but you passed the 
restrictions for working hours, you will not have access to resources.

● Vacation Restrictions – If you have taken the intended days per the 
union contract, then you will not be granted days off. Your summer 
days -internships (it’s duration), research in a different university all 
stand jeopardised.

● Punching in your clock – The supervisor will have detailed report on 
your arrival/ exit and number of hours worked during the week. No 
'working arrangement' can be made so that one can work

● No strike-no lockout clause on the contract does not guarantee it 
won’t happen affecting working hours and pay ( if reasonable behavior 
is not exhibited by the employees, lockout can be enforced and if 
employers do not treat employees well strikes can be held)

● Re-assigning and moving to another department may need formal 
union proceeding.

● Financial Burden on the Departments to introduce contract agreements 
between the union and the employer could result 

● Loss of TA and Ra posts
● Increased pressure and stress to apply for grants and scholarships
● Changes in Tax Filing – not eligible for all education related 

deductions as one becomes a graduate employee instead of 
graduate student

● Higher Masters and subsequently undergraduate tuition fee hike to 
offset costs for departments

● Could virtually remove PhD opportunities for international students who 
are not eligible for most grants and scholarships

At the present moment no one ( GET-UP, AFT) can give you a written 
agreement that is signed , sealed and notarized as a token of guarantee for

● Wages – will remain same, go low or high
● Union Dues – lower, higher or none ( graduate school 

standard is 2% (avg) of the annual stipend)
● Agency Fees – for whom will it be lower, waived or higher.
● Strike Fund – How much will be charged, where will the 

money go. (collected other than dues and agency fees)
● Time Frame of negotiations – has no set time frame as to 

when negotiation will end in 'good faith' between the 
bargaining unit and employer 

● Method of Arbitration – Chosen third party/ federal appellate 
court ( time frame can stretch to months and years) 

● Presence of union representatives ( strictly not at private 
meetings with donors, internal reviews imple issue redressal)

● Fiscal Responsibility – 'I' want to know where is my hard 
earned 'money going' item wise.

● Written assurance that funding of future projects won’t be 
affected as the union now gets a say in deciding working 
hours and conditions.

● Complete internal autonomy – no interference or 
interjections in the working and management of the 
departments.



How the relationships with Advisors will change in STEM when it becomes a Supervisory Relationship

● Rogers, S., Eaton, A. E., & Voos, P. B. (2014). Effects of unionization on graduate student employees: Faculty-student relations, academic 
freedom, and pay. ILR Review, 66(2), 487-510. doi: 10.1177/001979391306600208 Retrieved [04/17/2017], from Cornell University, School of 
Hospitality Administration site: http://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/articles/727/

● Hewitt, Gordon J. "Graduate student employee collective bargaining and the educational relationship between faculty and graduate 
students." Journal of Collective Negotiations in the Public Sector 29.2 (2000): 153-166. 
https://triggered.clockss.org/ServeContent?url=http://baywood.stanford.clockss.org%2FBWCN%2FBAWOOD_BWCN_29_2%2FP07GC8R
F5GG04VH8.pdf

“Another limitation is the lack of a traditional laboratory science department, although both computer science 
and psychology likely share some characteristics with those departments: PhD students are placed in 
laboratories where they work as part of a specific team and under a specific grant. Some of the most 
troubling questions about the potential impact of union representation of GSEs have concerned RAs in the 
physical and biological sciences. Future research should look more at those settings.” 

http://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/articles/727/
http://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/articles/727/
https://triggered.clockss.org/ServeContent?url=http://baywood.stanford.clockss.org%2FBWCN%2FBAWOOD_BWCN_29_2%2FP07GC8RF5GG04VH8.pdf
https://triggered.clockss.org/ServeContent?url=http://baywood.stanford.clockss.org%2FBWCN%2FBAWOOD_BWCN_29_2%2FP07GC8RF5GG04VH8.pdf
https://triggered.clockss.org/ServeContent?url=http://baywood.stanford.clockss.org%2FBWCN%2FBAWOOD_BWCN_29_2%2FP07GC8RF5GG04VH8.pdf
http://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/articles/727/
http://scholarship.sha.cornell.edu/articles/727/


How the relationships with Advisors will change in STEM when it becomes a Supervisory Relationship

Relationship aspect changes between graduate student and Supervisor graduate employer (formerly known as advisor)
● Supervisor must serve as the 'in between person' for the management and union members and union representation [2].

○ Additionally, any issues, concerns or challenges at work place would go to the union even if your supervisor ( previously your PI) had better, effective and 
result oriented grievance redressal mechanism [2]

○ Informal meetings (meeting types will be determined in contract, hence grant mtgs, research mtgs, lab mtgs, dissertation mtgs, ) between 
employees and Supervisor are not permitted under union laws, and require presence of a 'third party entity' union representative at all times turning 
simple interactions into 'investigatory' meetings [2].

● Supervisor’s experience in viable research paths is trumped by the current negotiated research and academic goals, along with decisions on allocation of funds that 
affect graduate working hours, wages on contract agreements [2].

● The union must specify, decide and negotiate working standards and conditions, (these conditions may be better or worse than current conditions based on the 
outcomes of negotiations) [2].

During the time graduate students at NYU were unionized in the early 2000s, despite an explicit provision in the collective bargaining agreement that gave the university the right to exercise sole 
authority on all decisions involving academic matters, the graduate student union challenged academic decisions of NYU.
Below are examples of how unionization might affect instructional opportunities at the University.

● The union could take the position that before a professor can change an exam from a multiple-choice to short essay, for example, the professor must bargain over that change with the 
union, since the new exam expands the workload of the RA/TA in picture,if  the professor does not resolve the matter to the union’s satisfaction, the union could file a grievance, which 
could ultimately be resolved by a labor arbitrator, who has little familiarity with academic matters.[1]

    
● The union could take the position that before a TA or RA for a particular course can be replaced or reassigned, either at their request or the faculty member, the parties would need to 

proceed with a formal union proceeding. If the matter is not resolved to the union’s satisfaction, the union could file a grievance, which could ultimately be resolved by a labor 
arbitrator. In this case, no longer would the faculty member and the TA/RA be able to arrive at an informal resolution that both find mutually acceptable. [1]

Sources:
1. https://gradschool.princeton.edu/unionization  
2. https://hbr.org/1980/03/let-first-level-supervisors-do-their-job

https://gradschool.princeton.edu/unionization
https://gradschool.princeton.edu/unionization
https://hbr.org/1980/03/let-first-level-supervisors-do-their-job
https://hbr.org/1980/03/let-first-level-supervisors-do-their-job


Conclusion
Moving the graduate stipend average would be offloaded on schools and be potentially detrimental to 
existing programs

Many of the existing resources here at Penn are better than those bargained for at unionized institutions. In 
fact much of the freedom we have is based on a non-contractual relationship.

We believe GETUP-AFT should first determine who wants to be in their bargaining unit. And after this fair 
determination, then proceed.

If there is a union and you are included, know that: 
“Dues can be collected within 30 days of the union security agreement reached by the union representative 
and employer https://www.nlrb.gov/rights-we-protect/employerunion-rights-and-obligations
(So even if negotiations have not even begun.”  and if you are in the bargaining unit, you will be paying dues.

Can we talk about alternatives that meet the needs more precisely? Let’s brainstorm!

https://www.nlrb.gov/rights-we-protect/employerunion-rights-and-obligations


Additional Slides

If you would like your school excluded from the bargaining unit, here is the petition link we mentioned



Step 1 – File a petition and
Associated documents showing 
At least 30% of the under-signers
Want to form a union to NLRB

 

Step 2 – NLRB will evaluate if the 
Board has 
Jurisdiction, if the union is qualified, 
check if no
Existing labor contracts or recent 
election would 
Bar the one proposed.

Step 3 – Employer is required to post a 
Notice
Of Petition for election in conspicuous 
places
Where notices are usually posted. 

Step 4 – NLRB will seek an election 
Agreement between employer, union &
Other parties to determine time, date,
Place, ballot language, voting eligibility 
Criteria and appropriate unit.

Step 5 – voting is held under the 
Office of
Regional Director of NLRB's 
guidance, 
Votes are tallied and counted by 
NLRB

Step 6 – If the motion to form a union 
passes with 50+1% vote, the union and 
employer enter into a 'union security' 
agreement and negotiations for a contract 
begin. 
If the motion is defeated with a 50+1% 
majority,all union activities stand suspended 
on employer premises for a year. 

Step 7 – once negotiations are 
Completed, the contract is 
Signed and enforced. 

               NLRB : Steps towards forming a union.

Source - https://www.nlrb.gov/what-we-do/conduct-elections



GET-UP 1.0

For Engineering Research Assistant Students, this new campaign is VERY DIFFERENT 

● Who did GET-UP request to be included when it comes to research assistants in 2002?:  “University’s RAs are 
employees within the meaning of the Act, with the exception of the RAs in the Natural Science graduate groups, 
the School of Engineering and Applied Science, and BGS.”  - Case 4-RC-20353

● The NLRB agreed with GET-UP on the above petition quote.  This is the precedent for schools being excluded from 
having their research assistants included in the bargaining unit at Penn.

● Why were engineering RAs not included?:  Spokesman for GET-UP Ed Webb in 2002 “ GET-UP will try to form a 
separate bargaining unit for research assistants in the life, physical and engineering sciences, who he said have 
different concerns.” http://yaledailynews.com/blog/2002/01/14/penn-grad-students-file-for-union-election/

In 2002:
1) GET-UP Petitioned at Penn to form a union.  
2) Those to be included in the union, the bargaining unit, were determined 

by GET-UP and approved by the NLRB board Decision
3) There was a vote
4) NLRB overturned decision about graduate students at private 

universities being employees before votes were counted

What happened between 2002 and 2017? - GET-UP will not comment on the 2002 unit 
either through email or in person conversation

http://yaledailynews.com/blog/2002/01/14/penn-grad-students-file-for-union-election/


American Federation of Teachers 
Established April 15, 1916.

  
Incorrect Financial Filings and Transparency issues.

● Money donated to PAC ( Political Action Groups) are tucked away under “Contributions, Gifts and Grants,” “General Overhead” or “Representational 
Activities.” in AFT's annual U.S department of Labor filing. http://watchdog.org/240956/aft-union-politics-2015/

● Dues, agency fees collected are provided for bizarre , unrelated to education overhead expenses. For example public schools in Buffalo benefited from a 
contract that included a cosmetic surgery rider, which covered procedures such as face lifts, tummy tucks, breast implants, etc. During the last year of the 
contract in question, $5 million had to be set aside to cover the cost of the rider, even though the school district was facing a $10.5 million deficit

              http://watchdog.org/269610/buffalocosmeticsurgeryrider/

Corruption Charges
● The former treasurer of AFT Local 3845 in Philadelphia pled guilty to crimes relating to the embezzlement of $43,600 in union funds.
● Grace Gaines, treasurer of AFT Local at Woodhaven Centre ( a school for children with developmental disabilities) in Northeast Philadelphia, pled 

guilty to embezzling $17,800. http://nlpc.org/2009/02/23/philadelphia-treasurer-pleads-guilty-theft-false-statements/
● Barbara A. Bullock, former president of the Washington (D.C.) Teachers Union (AFT Local 6) was sentenced to nine years (later reduced to seven in 

exchange for testimony) in prison for embezzling $4.6 million in union funds.  https://www.aftfacts.com/aft-corruption/
● Pat Tornillo, former president of the United Teachers of Dade (AFT Local 1974), pled guilty and was sentenced to 27 months in prison for crimes related to 

the alleged embezzlement of $650,000 in union funds. https://www.aftfacts.com/aft-corruption/
● Court monitor appointed for AFT’s ’ temporary trusteeship of the Washington Teachers Union (WTU), from which its recently deposed 

leaders apparently stole $5 million. AFT lawyers say that while the AFT requires audits from its affiliates every two years (which the WTU 
failed to do), it had no legal responsibility to even verify that the audits had been 
filed.http://nlpc.org/2003/05/12/fed-judge-blasts-aft-failing-stop-massive-embezzlement-wash-dc/

Federal Judge Emmet G Sullivan’s comments on AFT for failing to stop massive embezzlement “It’s a sad commentary…It seems everyone in a 
responsible position fell asleep at the switch. The only ones who were vigilant were the thieves, who took everything that wasn’t nailed down.” — 
U.S. Dist. Judge Emmet G. Sullivan (Wash., D.C., Clinton) 
http://nlpc.org/2003/05/12/fed-judge-blasts-aft-failing-stop-massive-embezzlement-wash-dc/

http://watchdog.org/240956/aft-union-politics-2015/
http://watchdog.org/269610/buffalocosmeticsurgeryrider/
http://watchdog.org/269610/buffalocosmeticsurgeryrider/
http://nlpc.org/2009/02/23/philadelphia-treasurer-pleads-guilty-theft-false-statements/
https://www.aftfacts.com/aft-corruption/
https://www.aftfacts.com/aft-corruption/
http://nlpc.org/2003/05/12/fed-judge-blasts-aft-failing-stop-massive-embezzlement-wash-dc/
http://nlpc.org/2003/05/12/fed-judge-blasts-aft-failing-stop-massive-embezzlement-wash-dc/
http://nlpc.org/2003/05/12/fed-judge-blasts-aft-failing-stop-massive-embezzlement-wash-dc/


Food For Thought: Murphy’s Law (CGSU vs AFT)
On their website Cornell Graduate Student United (an organization supporting Cornell Graduate Student Unionisation) have in detail described the questionable tactics of AFT

● AFT followed a 'one size fit all' model that makes certain students feel sidelined and overruled when voicing their concerns and issues.
● AFT ignored the concept of 'recognition election' which would allow students to make a choice if they want to be a part of the unionization effort .
● 2-on-1 conversation model – based on their 'management and assessment' principles,rather than building collective power via informing, empowering and engaging, 

this model simply inscribes subordinate relations within the union 
● AFT officials did not like the 'inform, engage and empower' principles of CGSU

Not so 'Good Faith”
● AFT currently maintains CGSU's membership data. The CGSU Membership Coordinator does not have access to the membership database, but is only granted “partial” 

access to membership data. The granting of this “partial” access to the data by AFT was not immediate but secured via an internal grievance.
● AFT unilaterally changed the passwords for CGSU’s website and gmail account in October 2016 and prevented CGSU from accessing its own website and email account for 

almost three weeks. AFT refused to share these passwords with CGSU despite repeated requests from elected Steering Committee members, issue resolved by internal 
grievance submitted to the Steering Committee by the CGSU Membership Coordinator

Polarising Discussion Tactics
● repeated deflection of questions that need facts and data
● undue and unfair criticism of individuals with genuine issues and concerns
● persist in making personal calls and visits to individuals who do not support their cause even when requested not to do so.
● Those not in favor of an union labeled 'anti-union','irrational', dismissed out of hand, morally condemned and never engaged again.

Unscrupulous Management Tactics
● Complete control of AFT over communications channels, including access to real-time membership information, and listserv. CGSU needs prior permission to send out 

information.
● Collects enormous amount of data on students ( names, address, date of birth, home address) and invokes sole ownership rights when asked for access.
● AFT staff members were present in practically all spaces and meetings of CGSU (including the General Assembly and the Steering Committee meetings and regular 

meetings of other committees), leaving no “member-only” spaces for CGSU members to gather and discuss, and carry out union responsibilities. Such extensive 
involvement that presumes that “everything falls under the organizing campaign” compromises CGSU’s autonomy, despite its recognition by AFT/NYSUT on paper.

● Monopolized organizing committees , leaving no scope for CGSU to give valid advice and input.
Dubious Financial and internal Tactics

● not providing exact reason of paying dues and fees other than standard expenses.
● Ill treatment of employees ( AFT officers) putting undue pressure and expectation on them.
● Not complying with repeated requests for a campaign budget breakdown and its particulars.
● Hold sole control on all methods of negotiations to be used and addressing conflict of interest.

SOURCE: http://cgsurankandfile.org/

http://cgsurankandfile.org/
http://cgsurankandfile.org/


Good Faith Bargaining: What information is on and not on the table to pursue it.

“Burden Bearing “ responsibilities – even if information requested is relevant, however if too burdensome for the employer to comply, the Board and Court will rule in favor of the employer. 
(NLRB v. Wachter Constr., 23 F.3d)

Financial Information of the employer - Initially, financial data need not be revealed unless the union first establishes that it is especially relevant to the bargaining  issue. The union must 
therefore make a showing of relevancy to receive the information and not merely claim that the data would be “helpful” in performing its tasks. This would result in denying of request. 
(Teleprompter Corp. v. NLRB, 570 F.2d 4, 8 (1st Cir.1977).

Confidentiality - In certain circumstances, an employer may not have to provide information given that it has a legitimate interest in protecting it. Using the “defense” of confidentiality, an 
employer may therefore limit information that a union would otherwise find useful or helpful.
Information that won’t be available based on the Supreme Court Ruling Detroit Edison Corp. v NLRB, 440 U.S. 301
(1) highly personal information, with promises or reasonable expectation of confidentiality (e.g., individual medical or psychological test results)
(2) substantial proprietary information (e.g., trade secrets)
(3) reasonable expectation that disclosure will lead to harassment or retaliation (e.g., identity of witnesses)
(4) traditionally privileged information (e.g., material prepared for pending lawsuit.)

Source - http://apps.americanbar.org/labor/annualconference/2007/materials/data/papers/v2/023.pdf

Criteria of Good Faith Bargaining: Requested information must be precise. Any material requested should and must be used to evaluate strategy to minimize adverse effects on the people 
in the bargaining unit. (West Mass. Elec Co vs NLRB 589 f.2d42)

(Keeping in mind these cases, the information from the employer that would be off the table would include and not limited to 'IP and trademark income, profits made by leased products, distribution 
of endowment funds etc'.)

Union representatives cannot ask for information that is 

● Deemed necessary to represent bargaining unit 'intelligently' (Soule Glass  Glazing CO VS NLRB , 625 F, 2d1055) 
○ Example, cannot ask: “We need information to represent the students better...”

● Vague and speculative in nature. 
○ Example, in the case Rice Growers Assn of Cal vs NLRB the union representatives were denied a copy of sales and distribution contract of the employer ( this 

helps ascertain profit margins, income generated etc) (Case number 312 NLRB 387)
● Any conclusory accusation made is insufficient ( Disneyland Park 350 NLRB No. 88)

○ Example, cannot ask: “we need information to prove our point X” (conclusion before supporting data).

http://apps.americanbar.org/labor/annualconference/2007/materials/data/papers/v2/023.pdf
http://apps.americanbar.org/labor/annualconference/2007/materials/data/papers/v2/023.pdf

